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The Constitution guarantees protection to property, and we must make that promise good. But it does not give the 
right of suffrage to any corporation. 
 
There can be no effective control of corporations while their political activity remains. To put an end to it will be 
neither a short nor an easy task, but it can be done. 
 
It is necessary that laws should be passed to prohibit the use of corporate funds directly or indirectly for pol itical 
purposes; it is still more necessary that such laws should be thoroughly enforced. Corporate expenditures for 
political purposes, and especially such expenditures by public-service corporations, have supplied one of the 
principal sources of corruption in our political affairs. 
 
I believe that the officers, and, especially, the directors, of corporations should be held personally responsible 
when any corporation breaks the law. 
 
 Therefore, I believe in a graduated income tax on big fortunes, and in another tax which is far more easily 
collected and far more effective-a graduated inheritance tax on big fortunes, properly safeguarded against 
evasion, and increasing rapidly in amount with the size of the estate. 
 
Conservation is a great moral issue, for it involves the patriotic duty of insuring the safety and continuance of the 
nation. Let me add that the health and vitality of our people are at least as well worth conserving as their forests, 
waters, lands, and minerals, and in this great work the national government must bear a most important par 
 
The man who wrongly holds that every human right is secondary to his profit must now give way to the advocate of 
human welfare, who rightly maintains that every man holds his property subject to the general right of the 
community to regulate its use to whatever degree the public welfare may require it.  
 
The National Government belongs to the whole American people, and where the whole American people are 
interested, that interest can be guarded effectively only by the National Government. The betterment which we 
seek must be accomplished, I believe, mainly through the National Government. 
 
 The New Nationalism puts the national need before sectional or personal advantage. 
 
 This New Nationalism regards the executive power as the steward of the public welfare. It demands of the 
judiciary that it shall be interested primarily in human welfare rather than in property, just as it demands that the 
representative body shall represent all the people rather than any one class or section of the people 
 
Those who oppose reform will do well to remember that ruin in its worst form is inevitable if our national life brings 
us nothing better than swollen fortunes for the few and the triumph in both politics and business of a sordid and 
selfish materialism. 
 
The prime problem of our nation is to get the right type of good citizenship, and, to get it, we must have progress, 
and our public men must be genuinely progressive. 


